
Memories of Andrea's time at Leigh
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Across
3. this person is your frontline 
right-hand
4. the forest fires created a lot of 
this, which kept us inside
10. an embarrassing assembly 
moment when you had to do this
13. veins, hips, and eyes oh my
17. the man was here, moved to the 
creek then to see the Habs
19. resulted in temperatures above 
40 degrees
21. the school rocks to this beat, 
thanks to your brother’s connections
24. this message was gra�tied on 
the boy’s bathroom wall especially for 
you
25. acceptable drink to get you 
through the day
27. this baby was born in our forest
29. not the boxer, but the owl that 
gave us something to write about
30. used to alert you of sick kids in 
class

31. this was an uninvited flying 
visitor in Michelle’s room
33. here is your bag, now drive along
34. time spent with a small group of 
5-year-olds
Down
1. a collaborative K partnership 
that required this
2. the dad that made a tearful 
speech every September
5. upgraded to improve ventilation
6. a well-deserved drink choice on 
Friday nights
7. because of these, falling trees 
kept us inside
8. the new walls were talked about 
for years before your arrival, but you 
had to deal with inconvenience repair 
to this
9. sharing our land with many 
4-legged
11. this head teacher ran our 
morning meetings before her 
departure last year

12. caused unexpected evacuations
14. friend, colleague and co-pilot
15. created a cozy and united sta�
16. you taught Kindergarten on this 
day
18. gave us a renovated o�ce and a 
new gym floor
20. these hide our smiles and our 
looks of exhaustion
22. kept us inside for 7 days also 
name for an older woman on the 
prowl
23. the messenger of joy was found 
in a portable
26. these dirty trousers created quite 
the smell while the K’s are drumming
28. created these on our land to play 
within
32. after a few years of being 
overpopulated, we lost some of our 
sta� and students to this new school 
SMILING


